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Abstract—Robot-Assisted systems for Minimally Invasive Surgery enhance the surgeon capability, however, direct control over both the surgical tools and the endoscope results in an increased workload that leads to longer operation times. This work investigates the introduction of SCAN (System for Camera Autonomous Navigation) to overcome this limitation. An experimental study involving 12 participants was carried out with the da Vinci Research Kit. Each user tested two novel camera control modalities, autonomous and semi-autonomous, as well as the current manual control of the camera, while carrying out a dry-lab task. Among the camera control modalities, the autonomous navigation achieved better objective performances and the highest user confidence. Moreover, the autonomous control (along with the semi-autonomous one) was able to optimize some metrics related to the robotic surgery workflow.

Index Terms—Medical Robots and Systems, Human-Centered Automation, Telerobotics and Teleoperation

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Research Field

Robotic-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RAMIS) is becoming more and more relevant in the surgical scenario [1]. In general, a surgical robot is a device that provides the surgeons with a new set of versatile features that extend their capability to treat patients [2]. Medical robots can be classified in many different categories. For example, the da Vinci Surgical System (dVSS, Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, California) is one of the most widely used RAMIS platforms and it belongs to the surgeon extender category. This type of system is generally composed of leader robotic arms manipulated by the surgeon with the purpose to teleoperate the follower arms mounting the surgical tools and supporting the endoscope on the patient side. The reason for RAMIS success lies in the advantages that it introduces for both the patient and the surgeon [3]. Smaller scars, less blood loss and lower pain make the hospitalization and the recovery times shorter. On the other hand, motion scaling and tremor filtering increase the dexterity of the surgeon, that is moreover provided with an immersive tridimensional vision. This last advantage is of particular interest. The visualization modalities, in fact, changed enormously across the evolution of surgery [4]. While in open surgery the surgical site is directly viewed, in Laparoscopic MIS (LMIS) the surgeon views the images coming from the inside of the patient body on a monitor. This approach lacks 3D perception and it provides only a restricted Field of View (FoV). The advent of RAMIS has been able to improve vision while maintaining all the other advantages of MIS. Another important aspect is that the control modalities of the endoscope changed as well [5]. In LMIS, an assistant is in charge to sustain and position the endoscope based on surgeon instructions. This aspect requires a perfect collaboration between the two that is often difficult to obtain. Robotic-Assisted Endoscopic Manipulators (RAEMs) have been developed to give back to the surgeons the direct control over their FoV. Moreover in RAMIS, the surgeon directly teleoperates both the surgical tools and the endoscope. This approach brings out two main problems. First, switching continuously between the teleoperation of the instruments and the camera reduces the smoothness of RAMIS procedures, thus causing longer operating times. Second, dealing with the new control dynamics of the endoscope makes camera motion complicated and it increases the cognitive workload for the surgeon, leading to errors in the execution of surgical operations [6].

These limitations motivated the attempts to exploit the use of different types of Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) to assist the surgeon in positioning the endoscope and to speed up the procedure. Different kinds of control such as hands manipulation, head movement, voice commands and foot interfaces have been developed and tested. One alternative way to reduce the cognitive workload for surgeons is to move towards the autonomy of the Operating Room (OR). Generally, the term autonomy in the field of surgery means that a defined surgical task is performed autonomously by a not-human system, for example, a robot. However, the step from simple task execution to autonomous decision making is difficult to implement. Autonomy is more than a repetition of predefined movements; it involves perception of the environment and corresponding adaption of behavior if needed. Robotic surgical systems can help by taking control of certain segments of the surgical workflow to accomplish some repetitive tasks such as, for example, positioning the camera.

B. Related Works

In order to reduce the time involved in tasks other than the actual teleoperation of the surgical tools, such as the endoscope positioning, many different types of HMIs have been developed and tested. The Automated Endoscopic System for Optimal Positioning (AESOP, Computer Motion,
Inc., Santa Barbara, California, and later Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, California) [7] was the first RAEM that obtained FDA approval. Different HMIs have been evaluated to control it. The system was integrated with a foot interface that in [8] was found to be more effective and accurate than a human assistant in manipulating the laparoscope, without implying a longer learning curve [9]. Voice control was found to be more accurate with respect to the previous approach even if it implied slower learning and less intuitive manipulation [10]. LAPMAN (Medsys, Gembloux, Belgium) [11] and SOLOASSIST (AKTORmed GmbH, Barbing, Germany) [12] are examples of RAEMs that are integrated with joysticks that allow hand control. EndoAssist (Armstrong Healthcare, High Wycombe, United Kingdom) [13] and FreeHand (Freehand 2010 Ltd., Guildford, United Kingdom) [14] can be guided by head movement. ViKY® (EndoControl Medical, La Tronche, France) [15] or LARS (IBM, Armonk, New York) [16] can be controlled by using voice commands. Other approaches to the endoscope control of the dVSS have also been investigated. These studies have been conducted on the da Vinci Research Kit [31], the research platform for the dVSS. In [17] the iNMI (improved Novel Master Interfaces), an interface composed by capacitive touch sensor arrays, allowed to position the endoscope by using the index fingers. The system’s stereo-viewers were integrated in [18] with sensors to record information related to the head movements and to use it to control the camera. It is complex to determine which one among these approaches offers the best performances, but for sure none of them eliminates the necessity for the surgeon to directly control the endoscope. An alternative to overcome this issue is the development of autonomous camera navigation systems able to center the optimal Region of Interest (RoI). Some researches have been conducted to provide the already depicted RAEMs with autonomy. The AESOP was integrated in [19] with an IR eye tracking system to center the view on the user gaze point. The AutoLap had a follow-me mode of operation in which the system used image-guidance to track and follow a designated tool [20]. The ViKY® exploited the use of a novel tip tracking control method to follow the surgical instruments during the execution of a procedure in [21]. In fact, the operators manipulate the instruments in order to achieve the desired task’s goals, and this indicates that their intent is closely related to the way in which they moves the tools. A work carried out using the dVRK, reports the implementation of a mid-point tracking algorithm. The scene was centered on the centroid of the tools’ Center of Mass (CoM) while the endoscope insertion was adjusted on the basis of the tools relative distance, in order to maintain them inside the FoV [22]. In [23], [24] and [25], a novel flexible endoscope designed to be mounted on the dVRK follower arms was presented. It was integrated with an image-based algorithm for autonomous camera navigation. Other possible strategies are the eye-tracking technologies. The user’s point of gaze, in fact, is often used to make inferences about the user’s attention [26], [27]. In [28], this approach was used to automatically center the laparoscopic camera viewpoint at a user point of gaze or to indicate the respective intents of two users through simultaneous displays. However, there exist safety and implementation issues that limit the application of automation intra-operatively [29].

C. Research Hypothesis

This project introduces the SCAN (System for Camera Autonomous Navigation), that tries to solve the mentioned problems and to overcome the limitations related both to the current camera control and to the novel systems previously listed in the following ways. Using the same setup as a current system (i.e., the dVSS), it features autonomous and semi-autonomous camera control modalities that may be able to shorten the total time of surgical operations by reducing the time needed for positioning the endoscope. Moreover this research is centered on the investigation of shared autonomy. This means leaving the surgeons in the loop, always providing them with a clear clue about the autonomous movement of the endoscope; additionally, the surgeons can overrule the camera movement at any time, with the possibility to adapt it for specific surgical steps that require special viewpoints.

II. METHODS

This section presents implementation details of the SCAN system and materials and methods of an experimental study to evaluate it during the execution of a task in a dry-lab.

A. System Setup

Thanks to the possibility to act on all the control software levels and its similarity with the dVSS, the dVRK was the chosen platform to carry out this research. The dVRK is an open-source mechatronic platform [31], [32]. It is composed by the hardware of the first generation dVSS, integrated with customized control electronics, firmware and software. The structure is divided into two main parts: the surgeon console and the patient side. The patient side features four follower arms. Three of them are called Patient Side Manipulators (PSMs) and they mount interchangeable surgical instruments that enter the patient and are used to perform different procedures. The fourth arm, referred to as the Endoscopic Camera Manipulator (ECM), is in charge of supporting and positioning the endoscope. The surgeon side consists of two leader arms called Master Tool Manipulators (MTMs) to tele-manipulate the follower arms, a 3D imaging system (High Resolution Stereo-Viewer, HRSV) and a foot pedal tray with different buttons and associated functions. Our experimental setup was composed of two PSMs mounting Large Needle Driver tools and the ECM equipped with a straight 12mm endoscope.

B. SCAN: System for Camera Autonomous Navigation

The autonomous camera navigation algorithm that we tested in a virtual reality framework in [30] was developed to control the ECM of the dVRK and improved by adding the possibility to center the scene on three different points of the image, to decide the best zooming factor and also to enable
or disable the autonomous tracking of the tools. The next paragraphs will first present the different types of camera control: manual, autonomous and semi-autonomous. Later, the functioning of the algorithm in different scene center modalities will be described: left/right tool, tools midpoint and wide-view.

The use of three modalities to control the ECM was investigated.

- Manual camera Control (MC) modality: the endoscope positioning workflow was exactly the same as the real dVSS. In order to switch from the teleoperation of the surgical tools to teleoperation of the endoscope, the users had to continuously press a foot pedal at the surgeon console. Then, by moving the MTMs, they were able to change their FoV;
- Autonomous camera Control (AC) modality: the system tracked the tools and adjusted the position of the endoscope accordingly, resulting in a continuous movement of the scene. The view was dependent on the scene center modality (which details are presented in the next paragraph) selected by the user with a foot pedal;
- Semi-autonomous Camera (SAC) control modality: the user could decide between triggering the autonomous endoscope movement by pressing a foot pedal or directly controlling the camera in the same way as in the manual camera control modality.

As already stated, the users could decide to center the image on the left/right tools or their CoMs midpoints (all the variables were obtained through kinematics tracking), and also to modify the magnitude of the zoom. In particular, they could choose to adjust the zoom in relation to the distance between the tools, or maintain it fixed. All the different cases are described in the following paragraphs.

In the left/right tool scene center modality, the endoscope position was computed using the following formula:

\[
EP^t = SC^t - z \frac{SC^t - RCM}{||SC^t - RCM||} \tag{1}
\]

where the vectors are in bold and they are all expressed with respect to the same reference frame. EP is the Endoscope end effector Position, the Scene Center (SC) is the position of the left or right tool end effector and the RCM is the position of the Remote Center of Motion. In MIS, the RCM corresponds to a small incision, through which the surgical tools or the endoscope enter the patient’s skin. \( z \) was the zooming factor and was chosen \( z = 0.1m \) in this case.

Note that the word zoom refers here to the relative distance between the SC and the EP that in this case is maintained fixed, not the optical zoom of the cameras. All the main elements composing the camera can be seen in Fig. 1.

In the tools midpoint scene center modality, the SC was computed as:

\[
FP^t = \frac{CoM^l_t + CoM^r_t}{2} \tag{2}
\]

where \( CoM^l \) and \( CoM^r \) are the Centers of Mass of the left and right tools, respectively. Then the EP was obtained as:

\[
CC^t = RCM + z_{MAX} \left( 1 - \frac{||CoM^l_t - CoM^l_t||}{d_{MAX}} \right) f x \tag{3}
\]

where \( z_{MAX} = 0.85 \) and \( d_{MAX} = 0.2m \) are respectively the maximum zoom allowed and the maximum distance between the tools (these values are set to match the task workspace), while \( f = 0.1m \) is the camera nominal focal length and \( x \) is the camera focal axis. In this case, the zoom is variable and dependent on the relative distance between the left and right tools. Lastly, in the wide view scene center modality, the SC corresponds to the tools midpoint and is computed according to (2), while (1) is modified in the following way to compute the EP:

\[
EP^t = RCM + z \frac{SC^t - RCM}{||SC^t - RCM||} \tag{4}
\]

with \( z = 0.1m \) resulting in a fixed zoom once again.

C. Task

The Laparoscopic Skills Training and Testing (LASTT) method was used in this study [33]. The LASST is currently used in the practical skill assessment of a structured diploma for surgeons [34]. It is a validated practical test to measure the competence level of an individual in basic LMIS psychomotor skills: camera handling, hand-eye coordination and bi-manual coordination. The task we chose was optimized for RAMIS basic skills evaluation. The platform was composed by eight rings and the same number of destination pegs, each one identified by a letter. The user had to pick one ring at a time from the center of the platform and place it on a destination peg following the alphabetical order. The user was provided with a graphic overlay on the images shown in the HRSV, which showed the next letter to locate. The position of the letters changed across each repetition. To achieve a valid placement, the distance between the endoscope tip and the destination peg needed to be under a distance threshold \( d = 0.1m \); this choice aimed to force the user to move the
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endoscope and evaluate the camera manipulation skills. The information related to the validity of the placement was shown by means of another visual feedback. The graphic overlays contained additional information such as the current scene center (left/right tool, tools midpoint or wide view) chosen by the user and provided feedback related to the optimal use of the endoscope, showing a warning if one of the two tools went outside the endoscope FoV. Other graphic overlays included suggestions about the pedal functioning. They all can be seen in Fig. 2.

D. Performance Metrics

In order to assess the user’s performance, we considered both objective and subjective metrics.

Regarding the objective metrics, the LASTT method assessed the user’s skill through a validated metric depending on the task execution time. This overall performance was computed as: \( P = N/t \) [33]. \( N \) was the number of ring placements achieved in a task repetition (8 maximum) and \( t \) the duration of the repetition expressed in s (8 minutes maximum). In order to evaluate objectively the endoscope manipulation skill, we considered the total time in which at least one of the two surgical tools was outside the FoV: \( tFoV \) in s [35]. Other objective metrics were the percentage time of actual teleoperation of the surgical tools: \( \text{teleop} \) (without considering the switching to control the endoscope or the clutching to reposition them) and the total time of clutch: \( tClutch \) in s. The subjective metrics were extracted from a post-experiment survey, whose questions included to express a preference between the different types of camera control and to evaluate different aspects related to these modalities.

E. Acquisition Protocol

A user study was carried out on a population of 12 non-medical subjects (21 to 58 years old, 11 males and 1 female, all right-handed) to evaluate the SCAN system (HIRB00000701). After declaring verbal consent, the subjects were introduced to the dVRK system. Then, the users were shown videos related to the task execution with all the different endoscope control modalities. After this introductory phase, they were given the possibility to familiarize themselves with the system, trying all the different types of endoscope control with a 3 minutes session for each modality. All the subjects performed 2 repetitions of the task with each endoscope control modality: manual, autonomous and semi-autonomous. The order in which the user carried out the task under the different types of control was randomized with permuted-block randomization (with the additional constraint of having one repetition for each camera control modality in the first 3 repetitions and the same order in the final 3 repetitions). A repetition ended if the user achieved the placement of all the 8 rings or if the repetition time reached 8 minutes.

F. Statistical Analysis

To compare the objective metrics between the different camera control modalities, non-parametric statistical significance tests were exploited, taking into account the small sample size. Considering the metrics as dependent variables and different camera control modalities as independent factors, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used. Note that the group composed by the first 3 repetitions and the second one that contained the remaining 3 were analyzed separately. Statistically significant differences were assessed at \( p < 0.05 \). We used MATLAB for the statistical analysis, in particular the command \texttt{ranksum}().

III. RESULTS

The experimental protocol was completed by all 12 subjects. The main research hypothesis was to investigate the effects of the introduction of the SCAN in the field of RAMIS. In order to evaluate its effectiveness and usability, in this section we first report the objective metrics related to the task execution, and we later present the subjective opinions the users expressed with respect to the camera control modalities.

A. Objective Metrics

The left box of Fig. 3 on the following page shows the boxplots related to the overall performances \( P \) of the users in the different camera control modalities: Manual Control (MC), Autonomous Control (AC) and Semi-Autonomous Control (SAC). These performances are divided into 2 groups composed by the first and the last 3 repetitions, respectively. The results of the Wilcoxon rank sum test highlighted statistically significant higher performances using the AC control modality with respect to both the MC and SAC across
both the groups ($p_{ACvsMC}^{1} = 0.0194$, $p_{ACvsMC}^{2} = 0.0043$; $p_{ACvsSAC}^{1} = 0.0073$, $p_{ACvsSAC}^{2} = 0.0226$). This difference is related to the additional task of manually controlling the camera, accentuated in the MC but still present with the SAC; the difference may be also determined by the use of many different pedals, especially for the SAC modality. A significant difference related to the performance of group 2 with respect to group 1 ($p_{1}^{ACvsSAC} = 0.0304$) in SAC is also present. This could suggest that this modality requires a learning curve with respect to the other modalities that did not feature a significant difference between the first and second repetitions.

In the same figure, the boxplots related to the metric $tFoV$ are shown on the right. For both the AC and SAC, the times in which at least one of the two surgical tools were outside of the field of view were significantly shorter with respect to the MC ($p_{1}^{ACvsMC} < 0.001$, $p_{2}^{ACvsMC} = 0.0014$; $p_{1}^{SACvsMC} = 0.0351$, $p_{2}^{SACvsMC} = 0.0166$). The main reasons behind these results are that some of the scene center modalities, (tools midpoint and wide view), optimized the camera behaviour by automatically centering both the tools inside the field of view. Additionally, the $tFoV$ metric was significantly lower for the AC with respect to the SAC in the first group ($p_{ACvsSAC}^{1} = 0.0304$), while this did not apply in the second group (maybe due to a learning effect). Moreover in the AC and SAC, the use of visual feedback was investigated and the users were provided with a graphic overlay warning to remind them to pay attention to this important aspect.

To evaluate the ability of the SCAN to reduce the time in which the leader arms’ movement was not related to the actual teleoperation of the tools (such as endoscope teleoperation or leader arms re-positioning by using the clutch foot pedal), two additional metrics were analyzed: the percentage of time in which the users teleoperated the tools over the entire duration of the repetition (teleop) and the total time of clutching (tClutch). Regarding the former, the statistical analysis showed significant difference between the repetition in AC and MC in both the groups ($p_{1}^{ACvsMC} < 0.001$), the same applied to the comparison of SAC vs. MC ($p_{SACvsMC}^{1} < 0.001$), and AC vs. SAC ($p_{ACvsSAC}^{1} < 0.001$). This is simply due to the fact that in the AC the teleoperation of the tools was always enabled except during the clutching; in SAC, when the user decided to trigger the autonomous movement of the endoscope instead of controlling it manually, it was possible to more quickly re-engage teleoperation of the tools. Moreover, in this modality the autonomous re-positioning of the leader arms during
the camera movement reduced the need for clutching. This second aspect is underlined even in the analysis of the total amount of time spent by the users to re-position the leader arms. Statistical difference between the SAC and the MC was present for both the groups ($p_{SAC vs MC} = 0.0404$, $p_{SAC vs MC} = 0.0120$).

B. Subjective Metrics

The answers to the post-experiment survey were analyzed in order to understand the subjective feedback and usability related to the different camera control modalities. Fig. 4 on the previous page shows column charts related to the count of the difficulty level perception in the execution of the task for each control modality. The users were also asked to express a preference among the different types of endoscope control. The predominance of AC, 91.7% of the users, assumes particular importance if we consider that 77% of them were familiar or experienced with the dVRK, the dVSS or their VR simulators. This means that they already know how to control the camera with the manual method, whereas it was the first time for them to exploit the use of the autonomous system.

Two other important pieces of information can be extracted from the data in Fig. 5. On the right, the perception of the orientation offset between the leader arms and the surgical tools is shown. In the current practice, the system reflects the orientation of the surgical instruments on the leader arms before enabling their teleoperation (for example, when recovering from the endoscope control). This provides the users with the feeling that the orientation of their hands are exactly the same as the tools that they are controlling. The continuous teleoperation workflow achieved with the AC does not allow this feature. However, the users’ feedback seems to show that this aspect was not important at least for the execution of this particular task. On the left, the answers related to the perception of disturbance generated by the leader arms’ autonomous re-positioning during the autonomous camera movement in SAC are shown. In this case, even if the users perceived the importance of this feature to reduce the need of clutching (as shown also by the objective data), this kind of movement was not perceived as natural by all the users.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work investigates the introduction of the SCAN (System for Camera Autonomous Navigation) in the field of robotic surgery, both in terms of performance enhancement and usability. The main outcomes of this study are:

- The autonomous camera control allowed the users to perform significantly better with respect to the manual camera control. This was probably due to both the time gain and the reduction of the workload of the user who did not need to manually control the endoscope. In fact, a shorter time for performing tasks that are not related to the direct teleoperation of the surgical tools characterized the autonomous with respect to the manual control. On the other side, the answers to the survey seem to suggest that the users subjectively perceived the task to be easier while using autonomous camera control.

- The semi-autonomous control modality was not capable to improve the users’ performances, showing outcomes statistically equal to the manual one. This could be due to the need for learning how to deal with this less intuitive mode.

- Both the autonomous camera control and the semi-autonomous camera control allowed to optimize metrics related to the endoscope manipulation, such as the time in which the tools were left outside the field of view. This was achieved thanks to camera control logic and to the warning-feedback provided to the user.

Some secondary outcomes are:

- The orientation offset between the leader arms and the followers in the autonomous modality was not perceived as a relevant disturbance, at least not for the range of orientation offsets encountered during the experiments.

- The introduction of partial autonomy related to the clutching allowed the optimization of additional portions of the teleoperation workflow.

This work constitutes a pilot study but the results justify a deeper research related to cooperative-autonomy for the endoscope control in RAMIS. Future works should apply the SCAN usability investigation in a task that is more related to the operating theatre (e.g., performing a surgical procedure by means of an anatomical phantom or ex-vivo) and they should involve surgical residents and surgeons.
Moreover, the semi-autonomous camera control has to be further investigated in terms of effectiveness and learning curve. This can constitute a step forward to the selection of the right trade-off between autonomy and user control: from the one side, the advantages of the autonomous system in terms of smoothness of the operational workflow, and from the other side, the manual control in terms of safety and versatility.
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